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  1. Which meaning has the Slavic word "vodka"?

Syrup

Alcohol

Water

2. What is Vodka made of?

Potatoes

Corn

Eggplant

3. What is most Polish vodka made of?

Barley

Oats

Rye

4. What is the standard alcohol percentage for vodka?

0.375

0.4

0.45

5. Most of the vodka consist characteristic as follows, except:

Odorless

Hot
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Tasteless

6. Which one of these rules is not a legal requirement for vodka production?

Vodka must not have any distinctive colouring

Vodka must be made using a column still

Vodka must taste neutral

7. What is the oldest vodka brand?

Skyy

Grey Goose

Reyka

8. Which of these celebrities says that vodka is the secret to a long life?

Betty White

Charlie Sheen

Mel Gibson

9. Which vodka cocktail did James Bond invent?

White Russian

Vesper

Martini

10. Which of these classic cocktails is not traditionally made with vodka?

Appletini

Scofflaw

Chi chi
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Vodka Quiz: questions and answers

Right answers

  1. Which meaning has the Slavic word "vodka"?
  Water
  2. What is Vodka made of?
  Potatoes
  3. What is most Polish vodka made of?
  Rye
  4. What is the standard alcohol percentage for vodka?
  0.4
  5. Most of the vodka consist characteristic as follows, except:
  Hot
  6. Which one of these rules is not a legal requirement for vodka production?
  Vodka must be made using a column still
  7. What is the oldest vodka brand?
  Skyy
  8. Which of these celebrities says that vodka is the secret to a long life?
  Betty White
  9. Which vodka cocktail did James Bond invent?
  Vesper
  10. Which of these classic cocktails is not traditionally made with vodka?
  Scofflaw
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